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In 1928, the Normen ddeutscher Verband (DV; German Norm Commission) was founded to codify German grammar. It published the V4 Pfld (Criteria of the German Verb; Verbalse), which was divided into four parts (Grammatical Elements, Definition, Description and Illustration); the Conventions of the DV
ddeutscher Sprachwissenschaft (DSW; Conventions of the German Language Sciences) in 1938, which was focused on the definition of deutscher idiomatischer (pragmatischer) Sinn ( IMS; Pragmatic Meaning) that consisted of 39 parts; Deutsches Recht (Grundrsset ddeutscher Rechtsw schreibentheit
(Grundrsset ddeutscher Rechtsw schreibenit) in 1940. The common standard, published in 1952, was finally called Deutsch. Standard German, the official standard that is used in schools, media, administration, publishing, scholarship, and is the language of law, literature, and the arts. It is comparable to
the English language. Although variations exist (most noticeably the pronunciation of the final letter -s in words like deutsch and die), standard German is much closer to the languages it was based on than the Romance languages. The Romanization of the German language was supported by the 1952
Deutsch-Vorlagen (DV) standard. Unlike the previous standard, which was based on German in Bavaria, the DV standard was based on three dialects of Upper-German: West, Middle and East (the Lusatian dialect). The DV standard had the same pronunciation as the North German pronunciation (accent on
initial consonants, syncope after vowels, and final -sh, -ch, -sch, -ss) but with various exceptions: diphthongs would be pronounced separately, as in English, and long vowels would be pronounced with the final syllable. In some cases, the DV standard established a diphthong that would normally be reduced
to a monophthong, but for historical reasons was still recognized as a diphthong.
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